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A decade in perspective 

…and opportunities in technology-enabled 
outsourced services 

The past five years have seen a gradual but dramatic transformation 
of Instem’s position, and an expansion of the addressable market. The 
next five years appear to hold equal promise, with the added benefits 
that the group has a proven ability to deliver such change, that it is 
“starting” from a better position, and that the end-market environment 
appears more positive. This note describes the last five years’ 
achievements, and speculates as to what the next five might deliver.  

▪ Five years ago, Instem was largely a one-product company, with its 
Provantis software occupying a strong position in the pre-clinical phase 
of pharmaceutical drug study management. 

▪ The group has added scale and capability in study management 
(Notocord and Perceptive), and made major moves into the regulatory 
data submission (submit) and early-phase clinical (ALPHADAS) arenas.  
Two other acquisitions, KnowledgeScan and Samarind RMS have 
taken Instem into completely new disciplines: the former a new scientific 
field, and the latter an extension into Regulatory Information 
Management (“RIM”). As a result of the added scale, management now 
believe that over 50% of the world’s marketed drugs have been 
though the Instem platform at some stage of their development.  

▪ The next five years could offer equally-exciting opportunities to extend 
the group and expand its addressable markets, either within or around 
the existing competencies.  Equally, the group is beginning to flex its 
muscles in the services arena – the lure of “technology-enabled 
outsourced services” could be considerable in a world where software 
knowhow can drive materially-improved regulatory submissions and 
other services.  The group has, just last week, announced a deal 
with a top-five global CRO for the delivery of a full SEND data 
creation and verification service – management believe it to be the 
largest-ever SEND outsource deal.  

Current trends, from late 2017 and early 2018, appear to be demonstrating 
this growth potential – the group is about to report record revenues and 
profits.  Nevertheless, we suggest that investors also consider Instem 
on longer-term timelines – we model four scenarios which could, if 
combined, see Instem’s EPS more than quadruple over five years. 
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YEAR TO DECEMBER 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 

Revenue 16.3 18.3 22.0 23.0 24.3 

Adjusted EBITDA 2.5 1.3 2.8 3.6 4.4 

Adjusted PBT 1.7 0.5 2.0 2.6 3.3 

Adjusted EPS (p) 12.9 2.0 9.1 11.5 14.7 

EV/Sales 1.5x 1.3x 1.1x 1.0x 1.0x 

EV/ Adj. EBITDA 9.6x 19.2x 8.5x 6.8x 5.5x 

P/E 13.8x 88.1x 19.7x 15.5x 12.1x 

Source: Company Information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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The last five years: 2012 vs 2017  

Over the past five years, Instem has achieved a very material transformation. The group 
has executed a number of small and manageable acquisitions (four in total), and also 
made organic progress. In combination, these have led to a major expansion of the 
group, and what it can do. In this section of the report we highlight some of the key 
operational and financial improvements delivered by Instem since 2012.  In summary:  

i. The group now addresses a much wider part of the drug development lifecycle 

ii. The geographic footprint is greatly expanded 

iii. The result is a financially upscaled business  

iv. Earnings quality has remained high over the period 

v. And the group’s balance sheet and overall financial position has also improved 

Each of these five points is further developed below.  

 

i. Addressable market expansion 

Since 2012, the Instem product set has expanded significantly, both organically and via 
acquisition, with two of the four acquisitions made during the period taking the group into 
new domains. Within the context of the drug R&D lifecycle, these images (below and at 
the top of the page opposite) compare Instem’s offerings in 2012 and 2017. The group 
now addresses a much broader range of the drug development cycle. 

 INSTEM – Products and addressable markets 2012 … 

 

Source: Company materials 
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INSTEM – Products and addressable markets 2017… 

 

Source: Company materials 
 

In 2012, Instem’s submit software (data management and electronic submission) and 
Provantis (study management & data collection) were the core offerings, supported by 
the then-embryonic Instem Scientific (knowledge management) offering.  Marketing 
efforts were largely targeted at the Development stage of the drug lifecycle. 

Since then, a further seven products have been added to the offering and Instem 
Scientific has gone through a major repositioning. Of the four acquisitions made by 
Instem since 2011, two represent entry into new domains (early phase clinical trials and 
RIM) and the others filled out existing positions. We believe that future M&A activity is 
likely to follow this trend – i.e. encapsulate both existing product enhancement and 
diversification into related areas.  

In 2017, Instem goes to market with products targeting all three stages of the R&D 
lifecycle. In addition to broadening the market opportunity substantially, the potential for 
cross-selling is also significantly improved.  

In terms of market size (in dollar terms), in 2012 Instem estimated that the total market 
was c.$600m, being $400m in Early Development Study & Lab Management, and 
$200m In-silico R&D and Translational Science.  By 2017, it was estimated that this 
target market had expanded to c.$800m.  Of the additional “new” $200m, roughly half 
relates to SEND-related outsourced services.  The other half is a combination of early 
phase clinical study management and Regulatory Information Management for the 
lower-tier customers where Instem already has good traction through the Samarind deal.  
If the group were to make a push into more mainstream Clinical SDTM (Study Data 
Tabulation Model) markets, the potential for software and related services could be an 
additional c$150m.   
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ii. Broader geographic footprint 

The following graphic summarises the changes in Instem’s geographic footprint (staff 
numbers shown for 2012 and 2017). 

Instem – Global headcount and office locations 2012 > 2017 

 

Source: Company information 

Instem’s average monthly number of employees stood at 134 in 2012. By mid-2017, this 
had risen to around 200. Instem now has a global business presence with 10 offices 
across the globe. Back in 2012, the group had 5 offices, with no physical presence in 
India, Mainland Europe or Japan. The expanded geographic presence gives Instem 
competitive advantage in two key areas – marketing is more responsive due to having 
in-region resource and customer technical support, where queries can be dealt with in a 
similar time zone to the customer. Although perhaps not a competitive advantage given 
its regularity in the software industry, the group also benefits from lower cost R&D 
through offshoring.   

iii. Financial upscaling 

Key financial metrics 2012A vs 2017E (£m) 

 

Source: Company information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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In our view the chart on the previous page highlights two key points:  1) The business 
has significantly upscaled over the past five years, driven by both organic and acquisitive 
growth. In revenue terms, the business has almost doubled, based upon our FY 2017E 
turnover forecast  2) Growth has been accompanied by an improvement in profits, with 
EBITDA growing by 70% over the period.   

Investors might naturally expect the margins to have improved over the timeframe – and 
in fact we believe that gross margins (although unreported) have remained strong.  The 
business, however, continues to invest heavily to position itself for the new opportunities 
(mainly around SEND and services – see below) which is currently continuing to depress 
operating margins.  SEND is the “Standard for Exchange of Non-clinical Data”, and is a 
newly-mandated US (FDA) requirement, driving the life sciences industry to formalise 
and standardise its information datasets.  Note that “non-clinical” and “pre-clinical” are 
interchangeable terms, both relating to the stages of drug trials not involving (and largely, 
but not completely, before) human-subject clinical trials.  Instem has invested heavily in 
products and services to meet this need.  Once this investment can abate, and as the 
anticipated new revenue streams come more on line, the profitability turnaround could 
be significant.  

iv. Earnings quality remains high 

Revenue & recurring revenue 2011A to 2017E (£m) 

 

Source: Company information 

Recurring revenues include annual support fees, SaaS subscriptions and upgrade 
services. The contribution to group turnover from recurring revenues has remained high 
over the period, reaching £12.1m on an annualised basis by 2016A.   Our forecast for 
2017E includes full year contributions from Notocord and Samarind. 

v. Balance sheet strengthened  

As discussed above, Instem 2017 is a significantly larger business compared with 2012. 
A further financial positive is that revenue growth has been accompanied by an 
improvement in the group’s financial position. Aggregate trading cash flow has been 
positive 2013A-2017E, and the group undertook a net £4.7m fundraise in February 2016 
(which was oversubscribed). These inflows have been offset by an aggregate £8m 
expenditure on acquisitions during the period.  Overall, the net cash position grew from 
£2.2m in 2012 to over £3.0m by the end of 2017, and the Net Assets more than doubled 
from 2012 to our estimated end-2017 position.   
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The next five years: looking forward to 2022 

It is clearly almost impossible to accurately forecast the performance of a business over 
five years, especially when the company is active in M&A, and involved in changing 
markets.   

Forecasts normally ignore M&A… 

Most brokers and other research providers normally stick to a fairly clear rule – never 
forecast (or include within your estimates) any material acquisition (or disposal) other 
than deals which have been announced, are likely to complete, and where simply the 
passage of time, or a very likely vote outcome, will result in the consummation of the 
transaction.   

In other words, research normally ignores the possibility, even the probability, of M&A.  
The difficulty in reaching any kind of accurate estimation as to the financial impact of 
potential acquisitions is so material that almost all forecasters (ourselves included) prefer 
to err simply on the side of not forecasting anything to happen – and to update forecasts 
only as and when each deal is announced.   

…and fail to predict or incorporate major strategic change 

Equally, market participants generally fail to notice or predict major long-term trends or 
aspirations within a business – analysts will respond to announcements of strategic 
change, or the actual creation of new business units and the winning of new 
contracts….but we, like most others, are often guilty of looking at forecasts over only a 
relatively short (up to three year) timeframe, and making the general assumption that 
the business will largely consist of the same major elements over that period.   

For companies actively changing, this may miss a major part of the upside 

Some companies, generally larger ones, may rationally choose to do each year pretty 
much the same as they did in the previous year.  Revenues are earned, profits made, 
cash generated and dividends paid.  For these businesses, the traditional sell-side 
broking research approach is appropriate – analysts extrapolate future performance 
from current financial statements, and attempt to value the result. 

For smaller companies, and especially those with active M&A aspiration, and / or 
benefiting from major structural market change, the approach is less useful – 
acquisitions may form a large part of the long-term growth plan, but they are never 
modelled or even really contemplated in a financial sense.  Equally, major strategic 
moves are unlikely to catalyse a major re-forecasting process unless and until they 
“show up” in the reported statements and financial results. 

The next three pages depart from the traditional research approach 

In this note, we are taking a different stance – we will make some (broad-brush and long-
range) assumptions around potential acquisition strategy, and also around possible 
strategic migration.  The following page describes the detail of the way we have 
attempted to do this, and the financial implications we see, based on certain (highly 
speculative) assumptions we have made. 

For the avoidance of doubt, the following three pages represent simply our work 
analysing the long-term opportunity; the figures do not represent “forecasts” or 
“estimates” in the normal sense, they are rather a slightly detailed scenario analysis, 
focussing on areas we believe relevant to Instem and its future.  
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Despite analysts’ normal reluctance to consider major changes, it is feasible to consider 
the major growth drivers (and/or areas in decline) and speculate as to the long-term 
outcomes that might be delivered.   

In this section, we consider four main scenarios – three of opportunity, and one of risk.  
Note that the scenarios are by no means mutually-exclusive.  We consider them 
separately in the coming pages, and then conclude by phasing and summing the 
potential outcomes : 

- Clinical study equivalent to Instem’s non-clinical data submission software (submit) 

- Growing a successful technology-enabled services business to complement the 
software product suite, based on existing knowledge of complex end-market areas 

- Continuation of acquisitions (either one large deal, or a series of smaller ones) 

- Risk of decline in pricing and/or volume in the group’s well-established non-clinical 
data collection products 

Over the following two pages, we present summaries of the four scenarios, including 
underlying assumptions made. In an attempt to quantify the respective impacts on group 
financials, we have modelled the potential impact on long-term EPS, reflecting the 
revised assumptions for each scenario. 

Summary 

The following table summarises the potential impact on EPS of the four scenarios. Our 
more detailed analysis is available to investors on request. 
 

Instem – potential impact on annual EPS resulting from our scenario analysis 
 

Case   

Potential 
Impact on 
EPS 

Scenario 1 – Clinical equivalent of submit software   +8.5p 

Scenario 2 – Technology-enabled services expansion   +13.1p 

Scenario 3 – Continuation of acquisitions   +6.0p 

Scenario 4 – Non-clinical data collection revenue risk   -2.8p  

   
 

Source: Progressive Equity Research estimates 

It is clear that a number of these scenarios could deliver a very significant boost to EPS 
in the longer term – with a clinical equivalent to SEND and/or the Services opportunity 
combining to offer a possible more-than-doubling of group earnings if they evolve in the 
ways we have suggested.  While this type of long-range analysis is highly speculative, 
it at least serves to demonstrate the type and relative scale of opportunities that the 
group enjoys.   
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Depiction of scenario outcomes 

The diagram below maps half-yearly earnings per share, for the past four years, and 
projected forward for the next five.  The light projected EPS line is a simple extrapolation 
of half-year earnings, using the average increase achieved over the historic period – a 
potential sensible “base case” for future EPS progression.  We believe this “base case” 
is predicated on very cautious estimates of earnings growth and profitability - the light 
line in the fan below attempts to model a prudent view of long-term EPS appreciation.  
We have completely removed from the trend the strong recent performance.  On the 
basis that some of the super-normal growth from H1 2016 to H2 2017E is recovery from 
challenging markets, but some of it may be the group genuinely accelerating its EPS 
growth, we would hope that even the mid-line base case is cautious.  

 

The “fan” towards the right shows a range of possible outcomes dependent on the 
delivery of the EPS deltas shown in the previous pages – each of the four scenarios 
produces a shift of EPS, either up or down, from the central “undisturbed” line.   

We assume that : 

• the non-clinical data collection market penetration pressure begins in H2 2018,  

• acquisitions begin to contribute in H2 2019, 

• broader technology-enabled outsourced services contribute to income from H1 
2020, and 

• expansion into the clinical equivalent to SEND begins to contribute in H1 2019 

Instem – potential impact on annual EPS resulting from our scenario analysis 
 

 

Source: Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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Conclusion – and key elements of investment case 

Major transformation across a five-year period 

Instem has, across the past five years, achieved a very material transformation.  The 
group is now more global, more wide-reaching in terms of the markets it addresses, and 
more “large enterprise” in its approach and capability.  The company has extended into 
new geographies and new segments of the pharmaceutical (“pharma”) software market.  
There is a relatively low level of customer concentration, and risk is also spread across 
a larger number of market segments, product types and geographic markets. 

Importantly, this transformation has not been through one major (and risky) acquisition 
or contract/customer relationship; rather, the group has executed on a number of small 
and manageable acquisitions, entered new domains and won a steady flow of 
customers.  In combination, these have led to a very material expansion of the group, 
and what it can do. 

Five-year financial snapshot – “then and now” 

The period 2012-2017 has seen significant growth in turnover and profits. In 2012, 
Instem reported turnover and EBITDA of £10.7m and £1.7m respectively. FY 2017E, we 
expect these metrics to grow to £22.0m and £2.8m.  The group is, on our estimates, 
about to report record revenues and profits.  

Moving ahead of the pharma market  

Strategically, Instem has taken a number of bold (but considered) steps in advance of 
market developments – this has meant that the group is well positioned as the market 
has evolved, with leading software and services propositions. As detailed above, some 
of the acquisitions over the past five years have bolstered existing positions (largely in 
the non-clinical study market), but there have also been extensions into the early phase 
clinical realm and regulatory information management.  The earlier deal, Biowisdom in 
2011, saw the group transition part of its offering from a pure product sale to the provision 
of an outsourced service (Knowledgescan, part of what is now known as Instem 
Scientific) – this could be at least partially repeated as the SEND market develops. 

Furthermore, in our view, the group has shown its ability not just to profit from opportunity 
during the good times, but also to demonstrate good resilience when markets are tough 
– Instem has always made an operating profit.  By the start of 2017, the number of 
Provantis sites stood at 125, giving the group a reliable and long-term revenue base, 
with a broad customer and spread.   

Expanded and upgraded team 

The group has benefited from the addition of a number of high quality individuals through 
the various acquisitions, as well as a steady flow of recruits on an organic basis.  The 
most recent senior additions include: MaryBeth Thompson as Group COO (appointed 
Jan-17), Jerry Hacker as SVP of Global sales (Aug-16) and Mick Davison as VP of 
Software Development (Feb-17). Given the significant changes in the group over the 
past five years, we would be unsurprised if an additional Non-executive director was 
recruited in the future.  

  

Achieved through multiple 
small and considered steps – 
not one risky leap 
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Poised to deliver better returns 

Our belief is that, having reinvested the fruits of the first few investments of this type, the 
group is now poised to reap the rewards across multiple market areas, and potentially 
drive a major increase in return to shareholders over time. 

Overall, we believe the past five years has seen a material transformation in the group. 
Growth has been both organic and acquisitive, through a series of measured but bold 
individual steps, and in the face of sometimes-difficult and always-competitive end 
markets 

We believe that the group could enjoy another five years of similarly exciting expansion, 
with regulation (SEND), geographic demand (Asia) and services delivery all potentially 
offering avenues of major growth. The following image summarises some of the group’s 
key attractions.  

Instem – investment case 

 

Source: Company information 

The group also benefits from an increased total number of customers – over 800 
customer sites by the end of 2016, up from around 130 at the end of 2012.  Perceptive 
and Notocord, in particular, have added to the customer and site count; they also have 
added an extra angle in terms of academic and not-for-profit organisations.  Some of 
these audiences may be suited only for smaller or specific niche sales (Comet Assay 
analysis or Notocord Hem, for example), but the cross-selling potential is clearly 
enhanced by the presence of more customers, and more buying audiences. 
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Latest news – clear signs of a recovery  

Following a difficult phase late 2016 and H1 of 2017, the group is starting to show some 
material signs of recovery and delivery on the potential we have described in this note.  
This period was held back by, in particular, a tough market within the Early Phase Clinical 
arena – the Alphadas product.  The group toned down revenue growth expectations in 
the Autumn of 2017, but having already embarked on a modest cost reduction plan, still 
expected to rebuild profitability even in the face of a challenging market environment. 

Last week’s trading update has given investors confidence that the group is now 
delivering to the revised plan, and the situation appears to have improved – the update 
highlighted two new Alphadas wins, with a total value of some $1.25m.   

The group has also last week announced a very major contract in the area of SEND 
datasets – a two-year outsourced services deal with a global top five non-clinical CRO. 
The contract will see Instem create and review SEND datasets on behalf of the client, 
using teams in the UK, the USA and migrating to include delivery from India in due 
course.  Instem believe this transaction to be the largest contract anywhere concluded 
in relation to SEND outsourcing – its consummation is a major endorsement both of the 
idea that SEND will drive both software and services revenues, and more specifically of 
Instem’s credibility and market-leading position.   

 

Overall summary – a decade in perspective 

As described, Instem has changed dramatically over five years.  The analysis included 
in this document both details that historic change, and incorporates some example 
analysis as to what the future might bring.   

The group is now, without doubt, a more attractive proposition to either a strategic buyer 
(for its products or clients), or to a financial (private equity) owner looking to either 
commence or accelerate a buy & build strategy in these markets. Our analysis suggests 
that, with a following wind, and a number of positive scenarios evolving to the benefit of 
the group, EPS could potentially more than quadruple over the coming five years – from 
c.9p to c.40p.  Clearly this would require benign market conditions, strong delivery and 
acquisitions to expand addressable markets and accelerate growth – but all of these 
conditions have, arguably, been delivered in the last five years to varying degrees, and 
it is far from impossible that such a strong outcome could be realised.  

We suggest two things – firstly, that investors consider current (or recent, or near-term 
future) performance in the context of this long-term delivery, bearing in mind that short-
term results may be held back by investment for the future; and secondly, that investors 
spend time learning more about the group and its products, and consider meeting with 
management to hear about how the past achievements have been delivered, and to 
learn about the strategic options available to the company.   
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SUMMARY FINANCIALS 

Year ended December FY-13A FY-14A FY-15A FY-16A FY-17E FY-18E FY-19E 

£m unless stated        
Profit & Loss        
Revenue 11.4 13.4 16.3 18.3 22.0 23.0 24.3 

Adj EBITDA 1.8 1.9 2.5 1.3 2.8 3.6 4.4 

Adj EBIT 1.1 1.1 2.0 0.7 2.0 2.6 3.3 

Reported PBT 0.7 0.2 (0.1) 0.0 1.0 1.6 2.3 

PBT before exceptionals and AAG 1.2 0.9 0.3 0.4 1.5 2.1 2.8 

Fully adj PBT 1.2 1.1 1.7 0.5 2.0 2.6 3.3 

NOPAT 0.8 0.8 1.4 0.5 1.5 1.9 2.5 

Reported EPS (p) 4.5 1.2 (1.3) 6.8 3.9 6.0 8.8 

EPS before exceptionals and AAG (p) 7.3 4.9 1.5 1.8 6.8 9.3 12.5 

Fully adj EPS (p) 8.6 8.3 12.9 2.0 9.1 11.5 14.7 

Dividend per share (p) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Cash flow & Balance sheet        
Operating cash flow 2.4 1.3 2.7 1.3 1.6 3.5 4.5 

Free Cash flow £m 1.9 0.9 2.3 (0.2) 0.1 1.9 2.6 

FCF per share p 15.7 7.2 17.7 (1.2) 0.8 11.2 15.7 

Acquisitions (1.6) (0.3) (0.9) (3.3) (1.5) (0.8) (0.8) 

Disposals 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Shares issued 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net cash flow 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.3 (1.4) 1.1 1.8 

Overdrafts / borrowings / other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Cash & equivalents 2.1 1.7 2.2 4.2 2.8 3.9 5.8 

Net (Debt)/Cash 2.1 1.7 2.2 4.2 2.8 3.9 5.8 

        
NAV and returns        
Net asset value 5.0 5.4 6.6 12.8 13.4 14.5 15.9 

NAV/share (p) 42.3 45.2 53.3 82.0 86.2 92.7 102.2 

Net Tangible Asset Value (7.9) (7.0) (5.4) (4.8) 1.8 (2.2) 0.2 

NTAV/share (p) (67.3) (58.5) (43.7) (30.9) 11.7 (14.3) 1.2 

Average equity 5.0 5.2 6.0 9.7 13.1 14.0 15.2 

Post-tax ROE (%) 10.6% 2.9% -2.7% 10.9% 5.0% 7.3% 9.7% 

        
Metrics FY-13A FY-14A FY-15A FY-16A FY-17E FY-18E FY-19E 

Adj EBIT growth  -4.6% 81.0% -63.7% 181.6% 27.2% 27.7% 

Adj PBT growth  -9.7% 59.2% -73.5% 349.5% 27.1% 27.8% 

Adj EPS growth  -4.3% 55.7% -84.3% 348.0% 27.1% 27.8% 

Dividend growth n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Adj EBIT margins 10.1% 8.1% 12.1% 3.9% 9.2% 11.1% 13.5% 

             
Valuation FY-13A FY-14A FY-15A FY-16A FY-17E FY-18E FY-19E 

EV/Sales 2.1 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 

EV/EBITDA 13.6 13.0 9.6 19.2 8.5 6.8 5.5 

EV/NOPAT 30.1 31.6 17.4 48.0 15.9 12.5 9.8 

PER 20.6 21.6 13.8 88.1 19.7 15.5 12.1 

Dividend yield 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

FCF yield 8.8% 4.0% 9.9% -0.7% 0.4% 6.3% 8.8% 
 

Source: Company information, Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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